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Notes

These instructions assume that we’ll be using Ubuntu 11.04 (but the instruc-
tions SHOULD also work in newer versions of Ubuntu as well as Debian and
could work under Gentoo/Fedora/OpenSUSE with some modification to ac-
count for the different package managers and package names).

Caveat: Although SDCC will integrate with the SiLabs IDE in Wine, the
USB drivers for Wine are very poor and in some cases non-existent, so you
will NOT be able to program the C8051F120 or C8051F020 board from within
Wine using the EC3 debug module. If you want to be able to flash the memory
on these boards using the EC3 debug module, you’ll need to follow the tutorial
on native sdcc/EC3 device support. This tutorial is provided primarily for
those who wish to compile code in the SiLabs IDE for reasons of comfort or
to ensure that errors they are seeing are not because they are using SDCC
under Linux.

Initial Steps

First, we’ll need to install wine and an associated package called winetricks.

$> sudo apt-get install wine winetricks

We will then need to fetch some extra packages for wine using winetricks.
These will ensure that all of the fonts and other things the SiLabs IDE expects
to find are in place.

$> winetricks corefonts vcrun6 allfonts ie6 dotnet11 d3dx9 comctl32

Now we’re reading to download and install SDCC.
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Setting up SDCC

Installing SDCC is relatively straightforward. First, go fetch it from the
SDCC webpage. There are two versions under active development at the
time of writing: the 2.9.x branch and the newer 3.x.x branch. Either one will
integrate and work fine with the SiLabs IDE. I just used the latest available
snapshot from the SDCC Windows Snapshots page, available here

http://sdcc.sourceforge.net/snap.php#Windows

The snapshots change often, so just choose the latest one that has a green
star in the RT (regression test) column. I recommend choosing one that has
-setup.exe at the end of its name, as these have a little installer that makes
them really easy to install in wine:

$> wine sdcc-20110830-6779-setup.exe

You can install as above on the command line, or in Ubuntu you should also
be able to navigate to the directory where you saved the setup file and double
click on it to install. You can leave all the default install options alone, but
double check the SDCC and SiLabs instructions from the course website for
details.

Setting up SiLabs

Installing the SiLabs IDE is relatively easy. You can fetch the latest version
here:

http://www.silabs.com/products/mcu/Pages/SiliconLaboratoriesIDE.aspx

Installing can again be accomplished either with a double click or at the
commandline, like so:

$> wine mcu_ide.exe
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Final Steps

You can now simply follow along with the tutorial on setting up the SiLabs
IDE found on RPI LMS or the Microprocessor Systems class website.

Just one final note. The directory where you will be placing the i2c.h and
c8051 SDCC.h files is a little different. The path is:

~/.wine/drive_c/Program\ Files/SDCC/include/mcs51/
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